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UTTODUCTION

Advancement o{ the ICT has brought new ways users are search-
ing, accessing and using information. The emergence oI the Web 2.0
has revolutionized the way inlormation is designed and accessed
over the Internet, This new environment is based on interactivity
and user control creating a new kind ol users so called prosumers
i.e. producers/consumers (Toffler, I980) which are challenging tra-
ditional knowledge org'anization models. The content organization
is challenged by a new model oI indexing based on social classi-
Iication or collaborative tagging, creating the folksonomies phe-

nomenon, where users are enabled to create not only content but
a richer, more adaptive and responsive way to navigate and search
both existing and new media. Traditionally, knowledge organization 53
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used in informaiion institutions such as libraries was based on dual

indexing approach: the author, indexing his work by using a set oI

keywordsthusgivingamoresubjectivedescript ionolthedocument,
ani inlor*ation specialists or librarian, indexing by using controlled

vocabularies or objective approach to the document content. Today's

access to information and knowledge has spread around the web

creating a broader information space with the indexing practice

based on the combination of three insiances: author, user and inter-

preter. The result of this new interaction is creation ol lolksonomies

i.e. collaborative tagging and meihod of collaboratively creating and

managing tags to annotate and categorize content' (Zauder' Lasii-

Lazi6 and Banek Zorica,2007). With the aid ol folksonomies the end

user i.e. reader is no longer just a passive consumer but is able to

contribute to the indexing playing and active role in indexing and

retrieval process. The user-created tags are searchable lor every-

one beside the interpreter-created controlled terms and the author-

created texi words and relerences (Stock, 2007)'

The parallel co-existence oI dillerent indexing approaches poses a

chall,enge to both inlormation specialists and the field of knowledge

organi"ition and manag:ement in general' Coping with two parallel

*od." of knowledge organization - traditional tools Ior knowledge

organization like taxonomies, ontologies and classilication schemes

based on the interpreter viewpoint oI the documeni which presents

objective and sometimes rigid approach; and a growing popularity

oI the social classilication and folksonomies based on the user view-

point oI the document tags presenting a personal organization o{

inlormation together with the subjective and democratic approach-

using just one ol these approaches is not sullicient lor successful

knowledge sharing and discovery. What needs to be done is a suc-

cesslul merging of these two approaches. Field ol research is putting

much ellort in combining various controlled languages with collabo

rative tagging phenomenon in order to improve users' information

retrieval. Lin et oJ. (2006) reported on three empirical studies on the

characteristics oI social classification' comparing social tags with

controlled vocabularies and title-based automatic indexing'

Still, these problems are not only inlluencing the inlormation institu-

tions but aiso to the business environment and field of knowledgre

manal;ement. The penetration of web 2'0 philosophy in business

environment created the Enterprise 2.0 - environment based on mass

collaboration supported by anyone, anytime anywhere approach due

to the technology advancement. chen, chanq and Liu (2012) state

that recently both business executives and academics have recogL

nized knowledge sharing as a critical enabler for individuals to cre-

ate value and sustain a competitive advantage in a rapidly changin;

environment'

Based on collaborative practices and usage of various platforms, eo

important feature oI these services is the collaborative aspect' slnrr

most ol the tools provide live inlormation spaces and documents tbd

lead to writable, user-driven and evolving information systems, =

opposed to traditional inlormation management architectures ws

comple* workllows and publishing procedures (Bresslin' Passe-il

and Decker, 2009)' Knowledge management lield has started54
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utilize the Web 2.0 tools in communicatingwith customers but as well
as to manage internal collaboration. Traditional collaborative tech-
nologies that are document and text-centric are no longer enough
to drive innovation and productivity. Social networking bridges the
divide between text and rich-media-centric tools (Cisco, 2010), Apart
Irom using traditional knowledge organization tools lolksonomies
have shown to be a good solution for internal collaboration,

WEB 2.O IN BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT,
ENTERPRISE 2.0

Although inlluenced by the development oI web 2,0 phenomenon,
Enterprise 2.0 emerged due to the several other changes in the busi-
ness environment, Firstly, there is the penetration oI the generation
Y in the business environments and secondly, the change in the
nature o{ customers which are no longer just passive receivers oI
advertisements and company messagies. The new customers are
sophisticated and sceptical, and active in seeking out the informa-
tion, opinions, products, and services that interest them. They expect
more personalized experience. On the other hand, the new worker is
mobile, independent, part-time employee, contractor or consultant.
He is a knowledge worker who tends to be more loyal to their net-
work oI colleagues and prolessionals than to company. This poses
challenges to traditional management practice but also translorms
the knowledgre management.

Enterprise 2.0 includes the use of web 2.0 technolog-y and its social
so{tware in the business environment creating a collaborative space
Ior companies to connect with iheir partners, customers but also
within themselves. Term Enterprise 2.0 was coined by McAIee (2009)
who tried to describe the penetration oI new concept in the business
environment by presentinq the SLATES model:

. Search: using web search or the equivalent to locate intormation;

. Links: the use of links in an intranet or other shared network io
indicate knowledge that would be oI use;

. Authoring: enabling a wide range of people within an organisa-
tion to create and contribute to the shared knowledge base oI the
orgianization;

. Tags: tagging conteni and over time creating a "tag cloud"
showing related interests within the user community;

. Extensions: automating the categorization and pattern matching
to enable people to Iind related knowledge;

. Signals: a way of alerting people that something potentially of
interest to them becomes available.

It places emphasis on how tools grenerally meant for personal or
collaborative use on the Web, such as blogs or wikis, can be part
of corporate inlormation systems, The challenge organizations lace
today is the ability to provide the right inlormation to the right peo-
ple at the right time. So it is not the production of information and
knowledge that creates a problem but the sharing and discovery
in the inlormation space. In order to create a successful model, it
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is necessary to think about the content organization or indexing

practices ttrit wilt enable successful knowledge management across

various platlorms, among various entities' repositories and tradi-

tional information sPaces'

KNOWTEDGE MANAGEMENT IN THE CONTEXT

oF wEB 2.0

There have been discussion about the lunctionality of the know-

Iedge managiement and whether we have implementations ol

knowledge management or inlormation management it is true

that there are three major aspects governing the knowledge

management Iiefit technology' in{ormation management and

human resources' We are not going to discuss the validity of

managing t,,o*tJgt 
"aptured 

i" htt*utt minds but focus on the

knowledge 
"h";i;;;ects 

which have lind their place in the

nature oI the web 2'0 PhilosoPhY'

For any information plat{orm to be-valuable' its users must be able

to lind what tf,ey a'i foofti"g for' Sharing knowledge is one of the

key processes of knowledge management' Growing popularity

of social 
"ott*u" 

has creaied a disperse environment oI know-

ledge sharing .,,a 'up"sentation demanding the trans{ormation

from the traditional clntralized and paper or paper like oriented

environment. Traditional environmenis or Enterprise l'0 is based

on memos and e-mails, complex workllows and publishing pro-

cedures *itft 
"i"gt" 

t"i'y poi"t being more rejective than work

productive. rn. rit.rpri". z-.0 *itr, its collaborative nature and uti-

Iizing servrc.";;;; wikis' social bookmarking' collaborative Iil-

tering and social networking encourages knowledge sharing and

collaboration.

According to Passant et aI' (20Ot) there are three main issues ol

Enterprise 2'O ecosystems research-and development: inlormation

fragmentatio., .,,J Ltt"t"geneity of data formats; knowledge cap-

tureandre-use;andtaggingandinlormationretr ieval ' Information
Iragmentatron and heteiogeneity is not a new problem typical lor

new collaborative environment' as it is the case that data and

knowledge is dispersed around various sources in ihe company'

b u t i s s t r e n g t h e n b y t h e i m p l e m e n t a t i o n o l v a r i o u s s o c i a l p l a .
tlorms and data heterogeneity' Capturing knowledge on various

platlorms such as wikis or blogs poses a problem lor knowledge

discovery and reuse and requires good data mining procedures

and delined indexing policies' Furthermore' authors suggests

solutions oI creating interoperability between heterogeneous

Web 2'0 applications in the enterprisl; knowledge capture - by

bridging th. ;;; between documents and data; and better infor-

mation Uro*"i"L and querying via additional applications usrng

machine-reai"lfu t"a 
"t"-'"tttla 

data' One of the solutions Ior a

knowledge *."tgt*t"t in such a disperse business environment

is ihe implement-ation of lolksonomies and their mapping to the

traditional knowledge organizaiion tools or semantic implementa-

tions such as ontologies'

56
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3. EMERGENCE OF COLTABORATIVE TAGGING
- FOLKSONOMIES

The indexing oI information resources is traditionally perceived as
a two-step process: content analysis, which describes the conient
ol the resource; and the allocation of term according to the lirst siep
and translation oI those terms in some lorm oI controlled vocabu-
lary (Peters, 2009). Following the development oI World Wide Web,
available resources and information have become increasingly
available, which called lor development oI suitable indexing methods,
Initial atiempts tried to trans{er categorization methods from libra-
ries, by creating dif{erent web catalogues oI online resources (e.g,
Open Directory project) or propose certain simple metadata sets lor
description (such as Dublin Core), but those elforts yielded sparse
results. The iast growing Web made web catalogues oul oI date and
obsolete lor both indexing and searching purposes, while the lack
of central quality control prevented the Dublin Core success (Peters,
2009). With the rise oI Wbb 2.0, a new wave oI user participation in
creaiing and describing online resources insiigated a new approach
in knowledge representation - Iolksonomies. Folksonomies rely on
the process oI collaborative tagging, described as: "lhe process by
which many users add meiadata in lhe form oI keywords to shared
conlent" (Golder and Huberman, 2006). where ihe totaliiy oI these
added tags on any dif{erent platlorm Iorms a lolksonomy. The term
iisell was coined lrom lhe words folft and taxonomy denoting the
aspect of user participation in the knowledge organization process
(Vander Wal, 2005), but the adequacy oI the term is still a subjeci oI
debate (Marhes,2004).

The structure of lolksonomies can be generally viewed through
three dillerent aspects: (I) fogs - freely chosen user keywords that
describe the resource; (2) users - those that perform the indexing,
and (3) resources - items being indexed (Marlow et. al, 2006).

Although tagging can be understood as a method o{ indexing,
according to Peters (2009), Iolksonomies represent a "weak" method
of knowledge representation because they don't have means to
express semantic relations as traditional methods oI knowledge
representation such as classificaiions, thesauri or ontologies have,
Because of these drawbacks, many authors advocale the use oI folk-
sonomies as a complementary method oI knowledge organization by
using power tags extracted lrom folksonomies along with controlled
vocabularies (Yi & Mai Chan, 2009; Mendes, euiflonez-Skinner and
Skaggs. 2009). In this noiion, folksonomies are uselul lor providing
user warrant, i,e. ensuring that the subject description matches the
user vocabulary. This is where lolksonomies add new values to sub-
iect approach because they provide additional access points to the
Esource itsel{ and can enhance the quality of browsing methods for
users that don't have a clear notion on what they are looking for,
cspecially when dealing with non-textual resources (Mathes, 2004;
(luintarelli, 2005; Kipp and Campbell, 2006; Kellog Smirh, 20lI).
Iterelore, such hybrid approaches are considered to be the best way
ir which lolksonomies can be implemented in the field of subject
qproach to inlormation in the online environment
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4. FOLKSONOMIES IN THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

The concept of tagging rein{orces the lact that the web is no longer

a storehouse for static 
"""it* 

with passive users' It is now used to

connect users lrom dt";:t;i;;;ilons with common interests' The

benefits oI personal ttini'* 
"* 

s9:"1#1lT the value that is cre-

ated when connections tl*Jpt."" (Parise et aL.,20O9)'

Folksonomies contain individual's structural knowledge about

documents. I p"'"o"'"'"t""lt"tlirt"t*rtage has been delined as the

knowledge of how 
"t;;;; 

t a domain.are interrelated (Diekhoff

and Diekholf t982)' In a collaborative tagging sYstem' tags codify the

knowledge of relationlhip= amonct documents and concepts repre-

sented bv the t"q"' H#""=;;;j;11"-d""Is'knowledse 
throush folk-

sonomies there{ore ;;;;ti the whole societv' Tagging begins

as a personar irrro'*Jiioi";;;;n;*t"t-and 
re-discoverv tool' New

concepts olten emerge f" ntt=t"if 'ags that are then shared in social

svstems, where 
"o"iuii"to'*ation 

discovery leads new users to con-

tent (Trant' 2009)'

There is tremendous value that can be derived from this personal

tassins when viewin;T;;;iective 'when 
vou have the three

needed data points ti 
" 

f"*"t"t*" tool: the p"'"ot tagging''the

object being t.qgta';"*it"-o*" t"titv' the tag being used on that

obiect. Keeping the three data elements yo-u can use two oI the ele-

ments to find a third 
"f"*""t' 

*ftich has value (Vander Wal' 2005)' In

folksonomies *" u'"1J"?'"o*"J*tttt three diflerent aspects (Marlow

et. al, 2006): tn. ao"tiitt';" t;;t J"""ribed' the tass (words)' whicb

are used fo, at""'ipiio"'-*ht t'""'" (prosumers)' who are indexing'

This creates 
" 

s"td ";;t;;;;;ilo' 
n'owt"dse sharins and what

knowledge management tries to do'

Johnston (2007) based on the review of-the literature gives an over-

view o{ the dillerent Jppt"""ttt" to. implementation oI folksonomres

in business ."t"to"*L"t' mainly in improving connection with jts

customers. First is ; 
";;;;h 

tv.wtticn define service semantics

in which *oa"ri"g"i" l-"iit*t"titv relined bv the users and no:

the originato', "t"o"d' 
implementation of folksonomies to buiki

customer-cent'i" "fl="ifi""tions 
oI business services' Lastly' Iolk-

sonomies could be used in connecting and testing new products

concepts and services in researching user tags added to new produd

or use it for the early buzz around new product'

5g '

How Iolksonomres support knowledge sharing and deveropment d

communities o{ p'ucti"!l"Ji" tttt Jnd knowledcle management rs

pre sented in works .r aill,ilJ T"+:. *t lit"t:::1* 1tr:? #
B'.'j-TfAffid ilil;.";;;;; . d::isl ror a svstem that ena

ble s users t o position ;t;t- ;;;" tana uo ott:nart<s' 
^:Y::,:-ii",ltfr

:lff"Jiiir::ruH;i-"",*"'r., enabrins the :T:5uci:::1-::1
community-bu".aontoiosv,andincludeiq1ry::*":t;i::"iii'communrrv-po>su v$rv'vv'ol 

oirtt" a method lor using wiki-space
o{ the model' Beckett (t 

Iul semantics,
disambiguate and structure tags into meanrng

So to summarize, Iolksonomies in enterprise can be utilized

;;";;i;trr.r ii"rt" ot i"ttt""t links where individuals can
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other colleagnres interest or share links with the project team, irack
trends or various research, etc, Furthermore, there are social aspect
of identifying, connecting, collaborating and sharing oI resources,
inlormaiion and knowledge; and improving information sharing and
retrieval where tagrs are used to improve and update taxonomies.

FOLKSONOMIES AND TRADITIONAT KNOWLEDGE
ORGANIZATION TOOLS

Folksonomies are olten seen as the bottom-up approach, while lor-
mal knowledge organization tools such as iaxonomies, classification
schemes, thesauruses and ontologies are considered to be necessar-
ily a top-down approach (Bresslin, Passant and Decker, 2009). A folk-
sonomy is hence a social, collaboraiively-generated, open-ended,
evolving and user-driven categorisation scheme. Taxonomies and
controlled vocabularies work by establishing a clear view and organ-
ization oI lhe corpus on which users have to agree in order to use
the classification scheme properly (Wiley, 20Il). Tagging represents
an action of reflection, where the tagger sums up a series oI words
into one or more summary tags, each oI which stands on its own to
describe some aspect oI the resource based on the tagger's experi-
ences and beliels (Bateman et qL,2007). Traditional organization is
information or knowledge centred and the Enterprise 2.0 is people

or social centred,

Goal oI each individuals tagging procedure is not in creating a
reusable lolksonomy but creating a tool lor knowledge organization
or personal knowledge management within their project, Because of
the open and dynamic nature oI the projects, nobody is responsible
for the full tagging lerminology, This makes centralized approaches
to enrich the folksonomy di{ficult. Additional mapping and linking
needs io be done in order to enable inlormation or conlent searching,
navigation and discovery and facilitate collaborative opportunities Ior
knowledge management. Using a sound and complete classilication
scheme requires prolessionals to do the job, a common clear view oI
the domain and skilled users that understand the categories and ihe
structure of the classilicaiion to use it without problems (Quintarelli,

2005). Folksonomies are inherently open-ended and therefore respond
quickly to changes and innovaiions in the way users calegorize con-
tent. Peterson (2009) argues that maintaining the goal oI neutrality is
a significant reason to prefer controlled classilication.

The major di{Ierence between taxonomy and lolksonomy is in that
taxonomies provide controlled top-down approach while folksono-
mies preset democratic bottom-up approach. Secondly, taxonomies
are accurate, restriclive and static while Iolksonomies are flexible,
evolving and in-time. Regarding the manpower and financial input,
taxonomies are expensive to maintain and present arduous process,
while lolksonomies are low cost, crowd sourcinq and easy going,
Folksonomies can be redundant, have no language control, varying
levels of granularity and lack consisiency, but on the other hand, their
main advantage is that they reflect the inlormation structures and
relationships that people actually use, instead oI the ones ihat were
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;JJ"d. a ProPo"ed RDF exPressit

lers a method lor using wiki-sPace

p into meaninglul semantics'
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planned Ior them in advance' as is the case of taxonomies' Therefore'

research tends to 
".*oir" 

in.lest aspects oI both worlds. Bresslin,

Passant and Decker (2009) Iist numerous works related to the links

between tags, related oUit"t" (tagging actions' Iolksonomies' tag

clouds, etc.) and tr,. stiiiitl" wJp"lii"rted durins the last couple

of years. WeIIer and Peters (2008) suggest method Ior manipulating

and organizing tags i" lJt*""t"ies calting it tag gardening' The

idea is in linding ttt" U"si 
";l"tion 

oI combining both worlds of index-

;;-t;;;6;s iosttltl-ui"antases of each- ol the vocabularv t1ryes

i.e. combining toft"o"o;i;" * u" 
"""ontrolled 

vocabulary with the

controlled vocabularief' il;;;;"t and McCuIIoch (2006) state that

the need lor lexical 
"Jtti-ttf*archical 

slructure and associated

coding is essential r"tliiti*"n meaningful subject interop.erability

across distributed "y"tu*"' 
as well as maintaining the eflicacy ot

subject searching on local systems'

Regarding the methods to improve usage oI lolksonomies in know-

ledge management there are various approaches that could be

implemented to' 
"t'""t"tt"l 

knowledge organization and manage'

ment in companies ""a 
ttttit enterprise 2'0 environments' Limpens'

Gandon and BuIIa (2008) give an overyiew of the body oI literature

and research upp'ot"it='tiscussing the research in structure and

enriching of folk"o"o*i"s' The struclure in lolksonomies based on

the body of ,"""u'"t'' ilifai"g tiqttt*eight ontologies (Mika' 2005;

Lux and Dsinser, zooii."J"r,iste-rins "id 111qPii? 
*:lh:"t1:^s]:,"

iJ;;;;;Jniotta, zo6z; R"q't"tou er ol-' 200?' The first approacn

is based on creatrng 
""-""tfl' 

relationships between the tags and is

based on the philosofhy ol'=t' warranty in controlled languages'

Second approach ot;;;;';;;pins tass into clusters and mappins

these tags to conceptl fo""i i" ontologies available on the Semantic

web. This enables to map the concepts and their properties to the

tags. The result is 
" ""i"f 

clusters oI ttg" enriched with seman-

tics, Furtherm."' L;;'t;;;;;"d"" and.Bufla (2008) discuss dilfe-

rent approaches to t"ii"f i"q folksonomies such as using the tags

as atrributes 
"f 

th. ;;;;-.Go1 an ontolosy Passant 99O?' 
or thev

reify the tuq" tt'"*"?;1""G ot"ti"g an 
-"ontoloqy 

of folksonomv'

Gruber (2005), tfft*i"s-t"'gei ti"tttt meiadata Irom the taggiog

activity. Lemieux (2009) sugqests lour hybrid approaches to taxo-

nomy and f olk"oto*yt "o-tii-"tttt"t' 
lolksonomv-directed taxonomy'

taxonomv-directed ;;i;;;;;J' tott'"o"o*u hierarchies/ ontolo-

oies' Lin, Davis and Zhou (2009) propose a dati mining approach to

I"rt."i ."t"fogical structures from lolksonomies'

Social tagging has been evolving dilferent strategies to reduce

ambiguity, enhance 
"o""i"tt""y 

and create meaningful and usefr:l

patterns for its users' il;;;& oI research aims to either define'

il;;;; a,rtom.ti"atty link follsonomies to thesauruses' taxonG

mies or ontologies' od;-;;1;tions could- be delined as hvbrid

approaches ir, 
"o*li"iig-;;;;I 

and folksonomv in lour dille

rent modes: co-existenJe' tag inlluenced. taxonomy' taxonomy

inlluenced tags and t"g;titt"t"tties/ontologies' The result oI dilte

rent research shows tiut itt order to have a successful inlormation

or knowledg" *t"ug;""t *oatt compliant with the advance

ment oI web technology we need to have a good correlation and

integration oI different tools'

ss



rtbe case of taxonomies' Therelore'

I 
""o""*t 

oI both worlds' Bresslin'

G.," works related to the links

Eginq actions, Iolksonomies' tag

Sfon*n"a during the last couPle

n sEgest method lor maniPulating
.H 

"atting 
it tag gardening' The

.U.*li"i"S both worlds of index-

as o{ each oI the vocabularY tYPes

3-mrroUed vocabularY with the

g."a McCulloch (2006) state that

;t"nt .l slructure and associated

*"-Od subject interoPerabilitY

5; Liot.irrittq the efficacY oI

G

rtrc usaqe oI folksonomies in know-

*i-=-.PProaches that could be

nbaqe organization and manage-

G"d-" 2'O environments' LimPens'

.n ctterview of the body of literature

-*i' th" reseanch in structure and

t =r-i*" in folksonomies based on

i figilt*inn, ontologies (Mika' 2005;

Itrg and maPPinq with ontologies

kt;r a.,zooil. The lirst aPProacb

datirnships between the tags ano rs

CONCLUSION

Enterprise 2.0 describes the use oI emergrent social soltware tools
to improve knowledge sharing and collaborate within and between
firms, their customers and partners. The benefits oI employing
Enterprise 2,0 in an organizaiion are in in{ormation access which
enables employees and other stakeholders to access relevant,
timely and up-to-date inlormation in an anytime anywhere mode.
The question that arises is how to implement successlul know-
ledge management in such a disperse environment where content
is spread on various platforms. Centralized indexing, as known in
iraditional Enterprise I.0, is not a viable method.

So the question is howwe can combine these two approaches in cre-
aiing a base for the new knowledge organizaiion models. Therefore,
we need to first ask ourselves: are lolksonomies a base lor new
knowledge orgianization models and tools information specialisi
need io develop and adapt in order io make knowledge sharing
and discovery easier and more e{Iicient? Although folksonomies
are approach that responds io the new web 2.0 environment and is
slowly penetraling the knowledge organization and managrement
area. There are still some major problems meniioned earlier in dis-
cussion oI lolksonomies, In the context oI knowledge management
and business environment, there are some major issues in using
{olksonomies instead oI taxonomies. First and foremost is the flat-
ness or lack of semantic connections, than, the ambiguity of tags,
spelling variations, usage of dillerent languages, or the lack oI
explicit representations oI knowledge contained in lolksonomies
and the lifecycle oI Iolksonomies. These are just some oI the raised
issues thai create problems in sharing and using documents and
items indexed only with lolksonomy. On the other hand, creating
parallel indexing approaches complicates things and creates confu-
sions. Therefore, in supporting successlul knowledge management
system combined approach needs to be implemented. Otherwise.
knowledge organization in Enterprise 2.0 will not be sustainable
and preserved over longer time period or usable in the world wide
company setting,
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